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Schools are making more and more use of psychological or neuropsychiatric services designed to detect distress amongst school students. In many cases, reporting is controlled by agreements between schools and services, other times procedures are arranged among the institutions, in other cases reporting is based on common sense, that means it’s up to personal beliefs of the teachers. The literature reports that in the latter case, there may be several critical repercussions on the student. Some teachers may consider certain behaviour as problematic, which for other teachers is not problematic, or they may be convinced of a disorder in a student due to common sense beliefs. The reporting itself may be affected by these beliefs and the decision to highlight, might run in the well-known "confirmation bias" (Evans, 1989). Some teachers might relate to students considered as "disadvantaged" differently than to other students, and so not appropriate in relation to the mandate assigned to them by the institution (Gadin & Hammarström, 2005; Jussim, Eccles, & Madon, 1996). These students may receive attention and assistance that reinforce the idea of someone with problems or difficulties (Pennebaker, 2000; Trouilloud et al., 2002). In many cases this means attributing a distinct idea to the student, at the risk of limiting the development of the student's personal representation (Hinnant, O'Brien, & Ghazarian, 2009; Smith, Jussim, & Eccles, 1999). Moreover, if a reporting is not shared with the student or his family, it may lead to a refusal of follow the recommended procedures, or to a conflict between parents and teachers. A further implication may be that the student could feel stigmatized (Jussim & Harber, 2005). A good report system may also improve collaboration between schools and families, help the school to promote health interventions (Bohnenkamp, Stephan, & Bobo, 2015; Rickwood, Deane, & Wilson, 2007; Robinson et al., 2013; Weare, 2000; Woods, 2011) and prevent the most serious situations form occurring (Baksheev et al., 2011; Bridge, Hanssens, & Santhanam, 2007; De
Leo & Heller, 2004). In literature, there are studies that reveal the results of the reports and the effects on scholastic malaise students, but there are no studies on how the psychological discomfort is reported amongst the teachers. From this comes the need to understand the processes of the build-up of psychological distress on the side of the teacher and if these can affect the very distress level of the student. We will attempt to address this research gap with the use of semi-structured interviews aimed at revealing how teachers report psychological discomfort in the school environment.

**The Norms in the Italian School System**

A research into reporting in the school context should be accompanied with the studying of the laws in force in Italy. We specify some information about the Italian school system in general, and what is available for the management of the problems of young people. The theme of transmission from teachers to family and/or to a developmental age service is quoted accurately in some laws and in a less direct way in others. Starting with the currently in force laws (170/2010, 104/1992) it was first of all possible to extract a commitment: the regulations impose the duty for teachers to make a report if they deem it appropriate. The procedures imposed by the law are: after having observed the students for a while, after having tried to prepare "specific activities of recovery and strengthening" (D.M. 5669/2011, p. 5). For cases deemed serious and after a consultation with colleagues, if it is necessary, they should proceed with reporting to the children's parents, who will have to turn to the services in charge, for example the Rehabilitation Services for Children and Adolescents. The welfare services have the task of certifying the problem or disability (Law 104/92, DPCM, 2006). The school, which is an expert in teaching and educating, has the task of integrating the information that the certification of the disability gives them in the Individualized Education Plan as soon as the disability has been established (DPR 1994). Recently, with the entry into force of the laws on Educational Special Needs, we have expanded the measures provided for by Italian law regarding Specific Learning Disorders and handicaps to all pupils considered at that time in difficulty, since "every pupil, continuously or during specific periods, can show Special Educational Needs either due to physical, biological, physiological or even psychological and social reasons for which it is necessary that schools provide an adequate and personalised response" (Ministerial Directive 27/12/2012, p. 1). In this way, in Italy and in Europe, the Special Education Needs Act (Peer & Reid, 2016; WHO, 2001) has made it possible to report potentially any student, based on the beliefs and opinions of the teachers. So the intervention in mild cases thus depends on the observations of the teachers alone, who can report problems and specific needs to the family, activating Personalised Educational Projects. The critical aspect concerns the absence of specific criteria to be used for signaling, that leads to a great increase of the personal initiative of teachers.

**Method**

**Conceptual Framework**

This work stands in the modern interactionism and constructivist epistemology (Fay, 2014; Martin, Sugarman & Slaney, 2015; Reynolds & Herman, 2003; Salvini, 2004, 2011; Von Glasersfeld, 2009, 2013) and found its own way of doing science on a solid epistemological reflection. The foundation of this perspective is based on the principle for which "the observer determines the observed" (Bateson, 1979; Heisenberg, 1958; Watzlawick, 1984), from which follows the belief that reality is indeterminate, can't be built independently of the cognitive categories that creates it (Aldiabat & Le Navenec, 2011; Atkinson & Housley, 2003; Blumer,
1986; Crotty, 2003; Faccio, Nardin, & Cipolletta, 2016). In this perspective, the object of study becomes the narratives and discourses that construct reality (Turchi & Celleghin, 2010). Salvini (2004, p. 70), uses the concept of "schemes of personality typing," defining them as "organizational modalities of interpersonal knowledge that are based on categorical abstractions generated by intent evaluative, diagnostic and prognostic making it possible to assign individuals to a set of psychological characteristics." They are based on the process of "categorization," which allows to obtain, through a process that can be inductive or deductive, a number of information, excluding other, selecting, discriminating and then aggregating certain events into classes and creating taxonomies and prototypes (Salvini, 2004).

These schemes are used not only by experts, but in the same way also common people. The category containing the events are then grouped as labeled, are assigned names and make up that reality and the world that then perceive as outside ourselves and objectively existing (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Especially for the teachers, this process is often forgotten in function of its outcome: the identification of a category. In fact, to label a person with the term discomfort, difficulty, illness or deviance has very important consequences (Iudici, 2014; Robinson et al., 2011; Trouilloud et al., 2002;). The labelling theorists (Lemert, 1972) and several other scholars (Dryer, Kiernan, & Tyson, 2006; Machù, Kočvarová, & Cislerová, 2015; McMahon, 2012; Thomson, 2012; Thurlow, 2001; Thurlow & Brown, 2003) have always warned the various professionals about the misuse of the categories, which for example can have the function to generalize, to induce the desired behaviour or contrary behaviour, ease the affiliation to a certain group of people sharing the same label, as well as to induce feelings of isolation and discrimination. In his book by the same name, Goffman (1963) speaks of the stigma that is placed on those people who are not regarded as the ones who are the criteria for normality shared. The label is likely to become as a summary of the characteristics of that person, at the same time cause and effect of his actions past, present and future (Iudici, Castelnuovo, & Faccio, 2015; Iudici & Verdecchia, 2015).

Interactionism encourages students, teachers, and parents to explore the different ways to experience the school, regardless of the abilities and the learning difficulties. Students and teachers should learn to know the differences. In other words, instead of differentiating the instruction to separate groups of students on the basis of capacity, problems and difficulties, Interactionism focuses on the collaboration between the groups, ie on the way through which together define difficulties and solutions (Scruton & McNamara, 2015). A constant interaction between services could also promote early management of any potential difficulties (Iudici, Gagliardo Corsi, 2017).

This research presents an investigation on how the practice of signaling "psychological discomfort" at school is set up.

**Research Design**

**Research Questions and Objectives**

The target of investigation of this research is exploring how the practice of signaling psychological discomfort at school is set up. Objects of the survey have been the procedures used by the teachers to submit psychological discomfort. In particular, we were interested in having a much closer look at the following research questions deduced from the critical issues identified in the study of literature.

1. What definition can be given to "psychological discomfort"? (focus on the definition)
2. What criteria use the teachers to report? (focus on the criteria)
3. How is the reporting process? (focus on the process)
4. What critical issues are detected in this process? (focus on the difficulties and obstacles)
5. What strategies can be implemented to improve the reporting process? (focus on improving)

Participants

The subjects of the study were teachers of a middle school in north Italy (in the Venice province). The choice of such a grade of school education comes from the belief that it is precisely at this level that teachers are called to report psychological discomfort. After having made arrangements with the Headmaster, we asked and obtained the availability of 42 teachers, aged between 35 and 55 years.

The sample consisted of 35 females and 7 males. Teachers, who had already compiled at least one report, were involved. None of them had specific training on the psychological problems of the students. Teachers have made themselves available to the headmaster, and were contacted through the headmaster. Each teacher signed the form, declaring informed consent and giving consent for audio recording. No other formal or institutional approval was required for us to conduct this type of research. An information sheet for participants was also presented to respondents, defined by the Ethics Committee of the University of Padova, which stated that all information provided will be treated as completely confidential, protected by the Privacy Act and collected in a confidential manner. It is also stated that everything that emerges by the end of the study will be stored (without the possibility of access for third parties) and the final results will be disclosed anonymously. We decided to interview them because of the direct role they play in daily relationship with students, as well as the formal responsibility the laws assigns them: they are the signatories, along with the Headmaster, of the formal request for intervention given to parents, and addressed to the dedicated services.

Qualitative Methods and Instrument (Semi-Structured Interview)

The research questions needed to look at the actual experience as lived by the teachers with regards to the need of reporting psychological discomfort. For this reason, the qualitative approach seemed to be the most suitable. Indeed, qualitative methods are believed more appropriate to get adequately stories narratives, actions, conversations and meanings that within a given context generate particular configurations of reality (Banister et al., 1994; Rothe, 1993). This type of analysis is useful in order to be able to account for the richness of the experiences provided by the respondent, limiting the risk of reducing them to purely quantitative categories (Smith, 1995). Qualitative methods, characterized by the search for etiologies or objective data (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p. 24) make possible to rebuild the meanings attributed by the participants in relation to the context in which they are inserted (Bryman & Burgess, 1999; Chenail, 2011; Neuman, 1997). In this exploratory research, it was important for us to allow teachers to express their way to make the signaling, trying with them to explain the criteria and the modalities of their reasoning. Our interest has been to highlight the quality of the experience in the role of reporters. We decided to use the semi-structured interview, in order to extract the experiential data about the way they define and report the students' psychological problems and in order to share the meaning of their answers, obstacles and strategies used by them during the interview. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed with the permission of the teachers, carried out within the school, during the teachers' free hours. Prior to recruitment and data collection, research procedures have been approved for use with human subjects. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Data Collection and Conventional Content Analysis

According with Seidman (2012), it was given great attention in order to avoid leading, allusive or inductive questions, starting from the fundamental need to identify a particular response text.

Questions were created following an approach called emic (Have, 1999). The emic approach to research is referred to by Morey and Luthans (1984, p. 22) as “internal and subjective the informant’s point of view.” This can be seen to relate quite well to the epistemological approach to research known as social constructivism Morris et al. (1999) point out that emic research seeks to uncover and describe the participant’s understanding of events and circumstances and that these understandings are “culturally and historically bound” (p. 782). Harris (1976) describes emic research as an approach which shows “respect to what goes on in people’s heads” (p. 330). It has therefore respecting the categories recognized by the participants (Krippendorff, 2004; Neuendorf, 2016; White & Marsh, 2006). In order to detect the object of each report, we used the term "psychological discomfort" with the intention of leaving teachers the widest possible range of response. The teachers, in fact, were able to argue their answers, providing not only a series of data on how such a construct is defined, but also on how it is meant.

The researchers collected data through interviews with open-ended questions, derived from the research questions, followed by specific questions. They were constructed to allow the respondent to answer as freely as possible (Anyan, 2013; Ibrahim & Edgley, 2015; LeBlanc, 2010; Paine, 2015).

Initially we asked the teachers the following questions:

1. What definition can be given to "psychological discomfort"? (focus on the definition)
2. What criteria use the teachers to report? (focus on the criteria)
3. How is the reporting process? (focus on the process)
4. What critical issues are detected in this process? (focus on the difficulties and obstacles)
5. What strategies can be implemented to improve the reporting process? (focus on improving)

A pre-test to some teachers of the Middle School was carried out to verify the comprehensibility and relevance of the questions, and then, on the basis of the answers, the general track of the Protocol.

The researchers used as tool of analysis, the conventional analysis of the content, which is generally used with a study design whose purpose is to describe a new phenomenon (Morse, 1991; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Because studies on how teachers reported psychological discomfort and on which criteria is based their procedure are missing, we chose this type of analysis. Content analysis is usually appropriate when the existing scientific literature on the investigated phenomenon is limited (Dhillon, 2016; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Kondracki & Wellman, 2002; Yu, Jannasch-Pennell, & Di Gangi, 2011).

The dimensions of analysis considered are five:

1. Description of "psychological discomfort"
2. The criteria used for the reporting
3. The reporting process (Phases of the alert)
4. The critical (difficulties and obstacles) process
5. Strategies for improvement
Results

How is the "psychological discomfort" defined

Most of the responses have been anticipated by a brief commentary that suggests a certain difficulty to answer, “It is difficult to answer abstractly, to give a definition in general.” Someone highlights the difficulty by saying that “there are various forms of youth psychological discomfort.” Despite these difficulties, all 42 respondents offer a definition of youth problems. Among these, we were able to extrapolate 24 distinct "descriptors," that is, 18 definitions were repeated. Overall, psychological discomfort are mainly associated with student's problems, both personal (“psychological discomfort is when the student is hyperactivity”) and educational (“inability to connect the knowledge they have” or even "the inability to pay attention and to concentrate. To focus on the assigned work, even in terms of the minimum requirements ... the minimum targets”). In second place youth problems are associated with relational problems ("the student didn't get on well with the school environment,” "a gap between school requirements and students' expectations"). Others offer even more abstract answers, such as " psychological discomfort occur because we have no more values," or "children have the problem of being spoilt by society."

The criteria used for the reporting

The criteria which emerged were 38 kinds and they were divided into 5 areas. The areas are:

1. Criteria which identifies "interacting trouble" between the student and the other social actors (refers to all of those actions which expressly contain an element of interaction between the student and the other people around him, that is, classmates or adults; for example: "I reported students who failed to integrate into the classroom").

2. Criteria which identifies "problems in the context of specific learning disabilities" (they explicitly refer to those who, in the diagnostic manuals, are defined as having specific learning disabilities, for example: "We suspected dyslexia disorders, so we filed a report").

3. Criteria to identify "problems in the performance" (referring to the scholastic performance itself; for example: "A criterion for reporting concerns in terms of homework not being completed or unanswered questions").

4. Criteria to identify "difficulties recognized as "own" of the individual" (meaning difficulties and problems in the characteristics of the student, "own" exactly, and which they do not explicitly refer to a component of relation to other social actors; for example: "hyperactivity, that is, he can’t stand still, he moves around the class”; "he is apathetic;” for example, Reports also typically psychological, as "he does not live well the scholastic situation").

5. Criteria which describes the "subjective perception" of teachers (they explicitly refer to the subjectivity of the reporter; It is the "subjective perception" of a teacher, which states: "you perceive the discomfort, you feel it in the class").

Four of the five criteria described above are focused on the difficulties of the student and they do not imply any relationship with the contextual dimension (family, territory, culture), as it appeared among the definitions of discomfort demand one. During the analysis we realised that simple behaviour signs were some of the criteria used by teachers. Some
teachers use criteria which are behavior for others. For example, the term "apathetic" is used for ("personal difficulty") by a teacher and as a behavior of the "discomfort in the interacting with others." In some cases, criteria with the same name has been identified starting from different indicators. For example, "discomfort/learning difficulties" is produced by very different behavior: on the one hand the reading problems, decoding of the text, problems in the carrying out of a problem, decoding of the math test, on the other hand it is indicated by the "he has not passed the tests in the first three years." In other cases, again, the same behavior is useful to identify yet other criteria. For example, the "isolation" of a pupil shows both "discomfort in the report," both the criterion "individual difficulties."

**The practice of reporting**

The results refer to a macro and to a specific level. In the first, it refers to the actions required by law, in the second to how it is realized.

In most of the interviews, there are the macro steps provided by the regulations: observation, the attempt of recovery, the consultation of teachers, and the reporting to the parent.

The second level, which requires a depth analysis of individual actions, can be seen as:

- The monitoring phase varies from teacher to teacher, in fact, they used different criteria to identify the disease. Some respondents observe, "the assessment of knowledge," others "the origin of disease," others "the adaptation in the classroom," others "assess the personality of the student," others "the behavior during the lesson," and so on.
- The personal attempt of "recovery" of every teacher, is described according to very different strategies: "involving the student," "talking to him," "motivating him," "choosing topics of interest for him," "organizing group activities to involve him."
- The point of the process is different when the role of the parent makes its debut. In fact, in some responses parents are contacted before the final phase of the signal. In other cases, the parents are involved, "after the first signs" or immediately after evaluating negatively the recovery efforts of the teacher who has noted the "discomfort." Overall, parental involvement often occurs on the personal initiative of the individual teacher and not after a collegial sharing.

**Critical aspects of the process of reporting**

The responses were divided as follows: 1. Aspects related to "school organization"; 2. Aspects related to "the role of teachers"; 3. Aspects related to "the role of the family."

In the first category, the critical issues were related to:

- The internal organization of the school (for example: "the number of pupils for every class is high and we can't observe deeply");
- The setting of services (for example, "all the support services should be increased");
- The interaction between services and school (it is the case of "the criticality is that [...] the developmental team should work in synergy with the school").

In the category "role of teachers" are included problems attributable to their role. Examples are: "few training courses for teachers." Other respondents highlight the difference between
teachers: "teachers do not always have the same mode of work and the same elasticity and malleability, [...] the same vision."

In reference to the critical issues relating to “the role of the family,” there is only one occasion: "The collaboration with the family is discontinuous.” Other teachers say that “many parents do not appreciate our reporting.”

**Improving strategies**

Interviews it was found at least one direct link between critical and strategies. For example, for those considering problematic the issue "rigidity of the educational programming" a possible improvement strategy is "the adaptation of programs.”

The strategies identified are attributable to the following four levels:

- **Level "organization,”** for example, some teachers have focused on training: "More training for teachers on youth problems in order to recognise and intervene better." Others focus more on collaboration with social services: "Closer work with specialist services."
- **Level "role of teachers,”** for example, “Greater teamwork among teachers”
- **Level "role of the family,”** for example, “It would be helpful to have more discussions with the families.”
- **Level "role of the student,”** includes strategies to intervene directly on the boy, for example, “Help children to be more aware of their own problems”; and "Make the guys working on the interpersonal relationship, developing this type of competence, of relation among students.”

**Discussion**

In reference to the description of "psychological discomfort” from which the report is made, there has been a wide variety of responses. From this, it follows that the discomfort is configured very differently among teachers. Overall it is considered an internal problem of the person, a family or learning problem (of learning or performance).

The vagueness of the definition of psychological discomfort explains in our opinion the fact recorded in the second dimension of the survey, the “criteria of the reporting,” which is the highest number of criteria identified (24 descriptors). It was also found a discrepancy between the descriptors of psychological discomfort and the criteria used to identify it later. In fact, while in the description of psychological discomfort are reported as significant some descriptors in which there is reference to a "contextual dimension" where the student lives (e.g., "family factors," the "environmental problems" the lack of "values, a question of culture”), the same size is not considered among the criteria on which the report is based. This implies that after the "diagnosis" does not follow a coherent intervention.

It has also been detected an overlap between indicators and criteria (for example, the use of the same indicators to explain different criteria, as well as the use of different indicators to explain the same criteria). Therefore, they are closely related to the subjectivity and to the personal experience of the individual teacher. The criteria, are not formalized by a scientific point of view but are just statements of common sense. The criteria are mostly related to actions, behaviors, problems, "of the pupil," not to possible aspects related to the whole school context (e.g., a the "inattention of the students"). It is difficult to imagine how, on the basis of such a number of criteria, it is possible to obtain observations founded on a common basis.

In reference to the practice of reporting, the results refer to a macro level and to a specific one. The first refers to the actions required by law, in the second to how they are
carried. From this point of view, it was possible to note that the activities described are consistent with the legislation currently in force in Italy. On the second level of analysis, which is about how to implement them, significant differences emerge. For example, both the activity of observation, and the attempts of "recovery" are performed using different criteria, as they are made with completely different strategies. The involvement of parents, another activity required by the regulations, takes place at different times: for example, some teachers involve parents after the “first signs,” others only after have attempted the recovery, others only when there is the need for an external evaluation.

With reference to the criticality of the reporting process (the fourth dimension of the investigation), the organizational level was most problematic, in particular, the high number of students for every class, the "rigidity of the teaching program,” the “lack of support services,” the “very long wait time between warning and response services,” and "the lack of synergy between the school and the team developmental services outside the school.”

These elements do not allow, according to the teachers, to implement the precise signaling. It's interesting to note that respondents consider the organizational level as the most problematic aspect for reporting and they only report problems in relation to their own role to a very limited extent.

This highlights the idea that teachers perceive their possibilities for action in a subordinate way compared to organizational aspects, suggesting a lack of responsibility by teachers themselves in relation to their degree of incidence in the reporting process. The different critical points reported also indicate a wide discrepancy in the identification of what does not facilitate the reporting.

Consequently, even compared to the size of "improvement strategies,” the twenty-four strategies identified, reflect more than the width of the tools available, a theoretical and methodological fragmentation with which we approach to reporting. Even for the improving strategies there has been more reference to organizational issues related to the school, the services, and the interactions between the two. It is on this point, that teachers concentrate more efforts to improve the process.

Conclusion, Future Prospects, and Limitations

From the analysis of the responses, it is possible to detect that there isn’t a shared description of youth problems that is associated with the individuality of the student, family issues in which it is inserted, and didactical problems.

In general terms, the guidance of teachers has to follow the dictates of the Italian legislation. The general character of the legislation, however, leaves room for interpretation by teachers that turns out to be individual and personal.

The presence of criteria so configured undermines the possibility of an observation shared and based on clear assumptions and contributes to the presence of a practice of the signaling that has been revealed arbitrary, of common sense and determined by personal theories.

This seems perfectly understandable when you consider that although teachers are expected to report student's problems by law, they are not provided with the adequate resources to carry out this duty. To date, therefore, teachers have reported matters based on their own sensitivity, intuition and interpretation, but this can lead to reporting a student as "troubled or problematic" based on personal rather than professional criteria.

Such practices lead to the risk of labelling a student with terms such as "ill" or "troubled" which could start the process of creating a certain identity (Faccio et al., 2016). As argued by Salvini (2011), to assign a role to a person (in this case the assignment of person
with discomfort) can induce processes of identification in the same role and generate a representation of the self, connected to it.

Teachers' observations thus become crucial as they can lead to a stigma or encourage joint management of the problem. In this context, the teacher's role is an integral part of the process, it opens the way for, it influences and justifies the behaviour, making its own contribution to creating the reality of youth problems. It might therefore be useful to establish a working group among teachers aimed at connecting the way each teacher reports, in an attempt to achieve a unanimous practice. As for areas of improvement, there is a real need to organise training courses to clarify what is understood by "psychological discomfort" and to provide teachers with relevant observation instruments for the role, that is, precise and transferable. Only in this way can be reach a reporting in terms of shared practice.

It would be interesting to deepen this research by extending the focus to a greater number of participants. For example, the inclusion of all those who potentially have a role in reporting, such as students, parents, the headmaster and Social Services, in the research.

This work can be used to kick off various types of group interventions. In addition to the two examples already assumed, we can expect that this research can be a first opportunity for discussion and sharing, as well as awareness for the Regional School Offices and professional associations. The limitations of this work are in regards to the involvement of teachers from schools from a single territory, the province of Venice. The study should therefore be extended to other territories to evaluate possible differences. Another limitation was the choice of making semi-structured interviews from predefined themes. This choice was due to a specific theme, "reporting psychological discomfort" that however initiates more complex processes, so that we felt obliged to investigate through interviews in order to grasp the direct experiences of teachers.
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